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REPORT

INTRODUCTION

 

 

 

In year 2019, TRDS – Rikolto program

in PPKT Cooperative aims at

empowering smallholder farmers to

improve Arabica Toraja productivity

and quality and PPKT Cooperative

organisational professionalism. 

 

In some aspects PPKT has

experienced improvements. But there

are still challenges faced by this

organisation. Thus, PPKT Cooperative

has also made strategies in dealing

with the existing challenges. 

 

TRDS-Rikolto programme has

facilitated PPKT in various ways

including: strengthening farmer

groups and cooperative

management; good agriculture

practices training; database system

enhancement, networking with other

parties; procurement of facilities and

infrastructure; and developing the

capacity of staff and cooperative

members to conduct coffee business.

BENEFICIARIES

 

 PPKT program beneficiaries are

spread in two regencies: North

Toraja Regency and Tana Toraja

Regency. The beneficiaries in Tana

Toraja Regency consist of 10 villages,

43 farmers groups, with 681 male

members and 271 female members.

The program beneficiaries from North

Toraja Regency consist of

18 villages, 46 farmers groups, with

603 male members and 178 female

members.

 

This year PPKT is targeting to increase

the number of its members and

farmers groups. To achieve this target

there are challenges such as the lack

of staff in PPKT; the program area is in

2 regencies with coffee plantations in

remote and mountainous areas; the

drying unit has not been able to

accommodate all members

products. 

 

The strategy undertaken is to carry

out programme outreach to new

areas which are Toraja Arabica coffee

centres; increase the number of

employees for sorting and drying

processes; and increase members’

commitment to internal capital.



REPORT

PROGRESS

 

 This year PPKT coffee production has

increased, that is around 370 kg

per hectare compared to the previous

year which only reached 350 kg / ha. 

 

Therefore, field school in good

agriculture practice done in the

previous term has given positive

impact. PPKT still implements

centralised processing unit and one

door collective marketing.  This

cooperative markets finished

products in the form of specialty

coffee green bean, roasted

bean, and ground coffee. 

 

PPKT establishes active

communication with existing

buyers and continue to seek new

buyers through exhibitions and coffee

events.

 

PPKT has been maintaining a

harmonious relationship with its

members they are Toraja

coffee farmers. In order to create an

inclusive business, PPKT markets

specialty coffee and maintains the

single origin of the Toraja coffee

producing region, carries out several

coffee processes, and has a brand

called Saleco.

 

The purchase target to members this

year is 69,000 litres of wet

parchment, valued at approximately

IDR 1,380,000,000. Sales target for

2019 is 23 tons, worth approximately

IDR 2,875,000,000. The strategy in

achieving the target is to actively

participate in coffee exhibitions and

events; addition of a drying house;

making sorting units; trying various

post-harvest processing such as wet

hulling. 

 

Until the first semester of 2019 PPKT

has bought coffee from members

totalling approximately 30,000 litters

of wet parchment (around 10 Tons),

valued at approximately IDR

570,000,000 and has been sold

around 2.5 tons with a value of

approximately IDR 300,000,000.

 

The challenges faced by PPKT in its

business are the delay of buyers in

terms of payment, high shipping

costs and slow delivery. 

 

Challenges faced related to

productivity are very high rainfall, low

capital and a dense schedule of social

activities. Starting from May to June

there was rarely enough sunlight, so

the process carried out in the farms

and at processing unit was often

delayed. 

 

PPKT temporarily closed purchase

from members in June to July to

avoid the overload coffee parchments

in the drying unit so as not to be

exposed to mould and the spread of

coffee borer beetles due to very high

humidity.



REPORT

FINANCIAL  AND  ORGANISATIONAL

MANAGEMENT

 

 PPKT and its members continue to

have a commitment to run collective

marketing of Toraja Arabica coffee. At

the Fourth Annual Member Meeting

(RAT IV), it was agreed that in 2019

they would not access credit.

Members also agreed to invest

in the cooperative to overcome the

lack of capital by making payments

twice for each coffee the members

submit to PPKT. 

 

They have agreed that for each

transaction the members will be

deducted by IDR 6,000 / litre of wet

parchment and the 2nd payment is

done as of December 31. There were

28 members who participated in this

member investment system in the

first semester. The total capital

obtained was IDR 59,844,500 from

9,975 litres of wet parchment.

 

To be a transparent, inclusive, and

professional organisation, PPKT

carries out clear division of tasks

where there is a standard operating

procedure (SOP)  that guides the

tasks. To carry out its business the

organiSation has a business plan. 

 

To make this organisation

accountable, an external audit is

done annually.  

 

 

PPKT members adopt sustainable

coffee farming practices. In terms of

the application of organic systems,

farmers have a challenge where on

average, coffee plantations are

intercropped with horticulture. 

 

PPKT is not an organic certificate

holder (the holder is PPKT’s

business partner named Indokom)

and has not yet marketed Toraja

organic coffee.

 

The certification of Toraja organic

coffee as hold by Indokom has only

been obtained by 1 Subdistrict,

Sesean Suloara ', 177 farmers = 215 Ha. 

 

But overall, Toraja Arabica Coffee

farmers have received Geographical

Indications certification.

AGRICULTURE  PRACTICES

 

 

One challenge faced by the

organisation is PPKT staff’s difficulty

in conducting business and

mentoring to members that are

scattered in several areas which are

the centres of the Toraja Arabica

coffee commodity. To tackle this

problem, PPKT enhances the work of

its team and communication with

farmer group leaders. The target to be

achieved in the organisation's internal

management is to improve each staff

skills in their respective fields. This is

done by conducting training or

capacity building such as Q grader

program, business accounting

training and roasting technique

training.



REPORT

WOMEN  AND  YOUTH

PARTICIPATION

 

 The number of women beneficiaries

was 449 female farmers. The number

of female trainers is 5 people. The

target to be achieved is to involve

more women to be active in the

coffee chain. 

 

This semester PPKT has employed 20

women as sorters and involved

women in every activity / training. The

challenge faced in empowering

women at the level of decision-

making is that the tradition in Toraja

is still strong as men still dominate

decision-making processes.

 

The number of young people who are

beneficiaries of the program is 225

people. The number of trainers who

are young people is 3 people. The

target to be achieved in 2019 is a

beneficiary of 300 young people. 

 

To involve young people in the coffee

chain, an innovative model is carried

out in empowering young people,

such as conducting training from

downstream, such as Barista training

in the hope that young people will be

attracted to upstream level of coffee

chain that is farming. 

 

 

However, there are challenges to

ensure young people's participation,

one of which is young people's

perception towards farm work. They

see farming as an outdated, dirty

work. 

 

However, there is still hope to involve

more young people in coffee farming.

Those who are involved can set an

example and be a role model for their

peers. 

 

As an example, one young man from

Sesean Matallo Village, named Aprial

Rante Salu  who is is aware of the fact

that the commodity of Toraja coffee is

very promising and is a superior

product from the region. He is active

in rejuvenating and planting new

coffee trees, carrying out sustainable

coffee cultivation practices and good

coffee processing. This year,

approximately 1 hectare of new

plants can be harvested. 

 

In addition, PPKT cooperates with

UKI-Toraja to embrace young people

to get into agriculture. From 2018,

PPKT and UKI Toraja have initiated

Arabica Toraja Coffee Cluster. Then,

PPKT and UKI Toraja are planning to

open a coffee shop in the campus

organised by students.
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